A new method for rapid detection of T lymphocyte decision to proliferate after encountering activating surfaces.
A critical step of the adaptive response is the detection of foreign peptides on antigen presenting cells by T lymphocytes. It is a major challenge for a T lymphocyte to detect the presence of a few tens of cognate ligands or less on the membrane of a cell exposing millions of protein molecules. Detection is followed by the cell decision to undergo full or partial activation or even to start an inhibitory program. While the measurement of cell proliferation or cytokine synthesis is accepted as a reliable means of monitoring T lymphocyte activation, this requires hours or days to complete, which is a significant drawback to relate decision to particular signaling events or to assess lymphocyte reactivity in patients. Here we show that the contact area formed between T lymphocytes and potentially activating surfaces is exquisitely correlated to the proliferative response measured with the standard CFSE technique. Correlation is even better than the Erk activation that was reported as a digital reporter of cell activation. The simple and accurate method of assessing lymphocyte-to-surface contact extension that we describe might be very useful both to monitor lymphocyte reactivity for clinical purposes and to identify early steps of lymphocyte activation.